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UnionAID
Better Work, Better World

OUR MISSION
UnionAID builds a bridge of development
solidarity between workers and unions in
Aotearoa and partners in Asia and the Pacific who
organise working people and communities to end
poverty through collective action, communitybased development, and decent work.
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Inside cover: A woman working at the Insein railway yard in
Yangon (2016). Front cover: Puliyankulam, a student from the
Tamil Nadu Evening Education Centres now mentoring younger
children.
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MESSAGE FROM
OUR TRUSTEES
The Covid-19 pandemic has been the central feature and impact during this year. While we
have been relatively lucky with the decisive leadership and management of the elimination
strategy in Aotearoa – New Zealand, the pandemic has had a serious ongoing impact on our
partners and their countries in Asia and that has included the Young Leader programmes.

This has meant a shift in
focus for our programmes
and some agile adaptation
in the delivery of our
programmes, and I would like
to acknowledge the commitment and support of
our staff and volunteers as we adapted to meet
the new challenges.

COVID-19
While Covid-19 restrictions meant we had to
cancel a number of scheduled fundraising
events, the donations from our supporters
continued. Thanks to all of you who have so

MYANMAR YOUNG LEADERS
Our 2020 intake of young leaders for Myanmar
arrived just before the Level 4 lockdown in
March so they experienced that with us and
undertook their English language training
online. Thanks again to our host parents for
their support for the young people through a
sometimes difficult experience. Luckily we are
able to complete the Democracy in Action part
of the programme in normal conditions and,
thanks to a lot of hard work by Mike and Josie,
we were able to get them home again in early
September.

generously donated at a dificcult time.
UnionAID provided additional support for our
long term union project partners in Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka as they struggled with the
impacts of Covid-19 and we supported other
partners as tney had to adapt their project work
to meet immediate needs and ensure the safety

CANCELLATIONS
Unfortunately it was necessary to cancel the
2020 planned intakes for the Indonesian and
Mindanao programmes.

of their staff.

COUP
ONGOING COMMITTMENT
The period covered by this report finished
We hoped that 2021 would be a post Covid-19

with the devastating news of a military coup in

year but that proved not to be the case and the

Myanmar in March 2021.

uncertainty about its continuing impact on our
work continues. We are committed to being
innovative in finding ways to continue our work.
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Ross Wilson, Chair

SNAPSHOT 2020 - 2021
$ 157,406 DONATED
BY SUPPORTERS

4 UNIONS GIVEN
COVID-19 CRISIS
SUPPORT

11 PROJECTS
FUNDED IN 9
COUNTRIES

1,378 PEOPLE
PARTICIPATING IN
EDUCATION AND
SKILLS TRAINING

2 NEW TRADE
UNIONS
ESTABLISHED

5 LOCAL
CAMPAIGNS
TO IMPROVE
WORKERS’ RIGHTS

2489

12 NEW MYANMAR
YOUNG LEADERS
PROGRAMME
GRADUATES

VOLUNTEER HOURS
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PROJECT IMPACTS

A meeting of the basket weavers cooperative

COOPERATIVE AND UNION
BUILDING IN TAMIL NADU
The Covid-19 pandemic had a heavy toll in India and resulted in a lot of disruption and
changing needs for our long-term partners the Tamil Nadu Labour Union.
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An interim project was funded to provide

When the pandemic resulted in strict lockdowns

ongoing support and training for the

most workers lost their income and the TNLU

established cooperatives and unions.

provided assistance, making applications (often

TNLU staff provided training to the existing

online) for government welfare support. An

cooperatives and unions on cooperative

estimated 75% of all TNLU members were able

functions, negotiation, advocacy, welfare

to get some form of support during the strict

entitlements and saving.

lockdowns.
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DALIT CHILDREN’S EVENING
EDUCATION CENTRES
Funding for a further year of the evening education centres for the children of the Dalit cooperative and union members was funded by NZEI Te Riu Roa.
The centres were also disrupted by the

Children received tuition for with their normal

pandemic and a number of steps taken to

school homework and a holistic range of

reduce the risk, including provision of PPE,

lessons including Dalit history, Dalit culture,

smaller groups and temporary shutdowns.

civics and environmentalism.

In total 845 children regularly attended the 14

The TNLU reported that the centres helped

centres funded by the project, an increase on

improve retention in school and 52 children

the prior year.

went on to higher education.

Evening education
centres operated with
smaller groups during the
pandemic.
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BANGLADESH GARMENT
WORKERS COVID-19 CRISIS
UnionAID supported the National Garment Workers Federation (NGWF) with two short-term
projects to respond to the COVID-19 crisis.
The pandemic resulted in a loss of members

As a result of training, legal cases and protests

and income for the union at the same time

the NGWF reported 31,131 workers received

as unprecedented redundancies, illegal

their legally entitled redundancy payments.

terminations, wage reductions and health and
safety issues for garment workers.

The NGWF’s organising work resulted in two
new factory-based unions forming and 4,926

UnionAID supported NGWF organiser salaries
and work to uphold the rights of workers and
save jobs. The organisers responded to over
750 complaints and ran labour rights training
for 193 delegates.
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new workers joining the NGWF.

RECONNECTING WITH
WORKERS IN REMOTE
SOLOMON ISLANDS
The Workers Union of Solomon Islands

and boat to reach over 1,600 workers in the

(WUSI) is the only private sector union in the

Solomon Islands provinces and help respond to

Solomon Islands and also represents local

issues they are facing. Commonly this included

government staff in the provinces. The

non-payment of agreed wage increases, refusal

country-wide emergency lockdown measures

to recognise the union and re-starting lapsed

saw many members temporarily out of work,

collective agreements. The WUSI organisers

or forced to take reduced hours, pay and

were also able to sign up new and lapsed

conditions.

union members resulting in an increase of 490

With funding from UnionAID, two WUSI

members.

organisers were able to travel by car
WUSI organisers on their way to
Guadacanal Province
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RLUG members attending one of the study groups

LABOUR UNION EDUCATION
IN THAILAND
This was the second year of a partnership with the Rangsit Labour Unions Group (RLUG)
from an industrial district of Bangkok.
The aim of this project is to build a

While no new unions were formed during the

knowledgeable and active union membership,

year two more unions joined the RLUG,

organise new unions and improve the rights of

strengthening the group. Four rallies and

migrant workers.

campaigns to highlight workers’ rights during
the year and in addition the RLUG staff actively

During the year 3 education seminars and

participated in pro-democracy actions,

14 study group sessions were held covering

instigating the formation of a wider Labour

a range of difference topics for 145 union

Network for Human Rights group.

members. One result of this was an increase
in the number of young members, particularly

The RLUG undertook outreach to migrant

women, being elected to union committees and

workers from Myanmar and Cambodia stuck

taking on leadership roles.

in Thailand without work or social welfare and
provide them with food supplies, medicines,
and other support.
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CALL CENTRE WORKER
RIGHTS IN THE PHILIPPINES
Insecure work, low wages, harassment, and poor safety are key issues facing call centre workers in the Philippines that UnionAID’s partner BIEN, a network of call centre industry employees, is working to change.

Call centre workers take a social media
action for BIEN's One Voice campaign

BIEN ran a series of ‘know Your Rights’ webinars for call centre workers during the pandemic
and undertook of paralegal cases to support the rights of workers.
BIEN’s organising resulted in five new workplace chapters being established.
BIEN’s research and organising during the pandemic revealed several high-profile cases of poor health and
safety resulting in high rates of COVID positives for workers and several deaths. Follow-up advocacy saw
several companies improve their health and safety, including major employer Teleperformance.
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SUPPORT FOR GARMENT
WORKERS THROUGH
SRI LANKA’S COVID CRISIS
he Free Trade Zones and General Service Employees Union (FTZ&GSEU) represents worker
in Sri Lanka’s garment and manufacturing sectors that were hard hit by the pandemic.

FTZ&GSEU members demanding
fair conditions during the
pandemic.

All staff were required to stay home for a

The union took action in relation to 42 cases,

month, and many came back to reduced hours,

winning back pay or reinstatement for thou-

wages or no job at all.

sands of workers. The union’s advocacy saved

The FTZ&GSEU took on the huge job of repre-

500 jobs for workers at an Esquel owned factory

senting workers illegally terminated from their

as well as the reinstatement of their end of year

job or owed their full wages for work done.

bonus, meaning an extra $175 for 700 garment
workers.
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MYANMAR DEMOCRACY
FIGHT BACK
A special appeal was held following the Myanmar coup, raising funds to support
unions and other groups taking non-violent action to return the country to
democracy.

By the end of March 2021 UnionAID had funded 17 Thai sim cards for journalists and activists to keep them
connected, 77 railway workers, airport staff and Myanmar Timber Enterprise staff were given an allowance
from the appeal funds to sustain their Civil Disobedience Movement strike action. Funding was provided to a
Kachin state women’s group to support teachers and nurses in hiding.
Further funding to support the Myanmar democracy movement is being made in the 2021-22 year.

YOUR SUBTITLE HERE
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YOUNG LEADER
PROGRAMMES

Ainee Lipae from the 2019 Min YLP with one of the mentors from
her Women Entrepreneurs Action Project

MINDANAO YOUNG LEADERS
PROGRAMME
Covid-19 and the New Zealand border closure meant that the 2020 intake of Mindanao
Young Leaders was postponed.
Instead, the programme provided support to

Planning was undertaken for the partial delivery

the alumni to adapt and implement their Action

of the Mindanao Young Leaders Programme as

Projects, one of which was completed during

a remote programme in 2021 with the young

the year, and run several online workshops.

leaders remaining in Mindanao. This was
approved by MFAT and a group was selected for
the programme in early 2021.
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INDONESIA YOUNG LEADERS
PROGRAMME
The pandemic halted the Indonesia Young Leaders Programme before the
selected students could arrive in New Zealand.

Online English language training was developed

Planning was undertaken for adapting the

and delivered to the selected young leaders

programme to be partially delivered online in 2021

with a special focus on development concepts.

and this was approved by MFAT with teaching
formally commencing in March 2021.

The alumni were supported to adapt and
implement their Action Projects, five of

Indonesia YLP alum Rosa D Panda led a project to

which were completed, benefitting their local

install clean wash stations in local markets to reduce

communities on issues like environmental

the spread of Covid-19.

storytelling, sustainable food production and
women’s empowerment.
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The 2020 MYLP group visited
Parliament and met with MPs
and the Speaker.

MYANMAR YOUNG LEADERS
PROGRAMME
2020 was 11th intake of the Myanmar Young Leaders Programme.
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Twelve young community leaders were based in

action with a mixture of practical and academic

Wellington for six months, including during the

lessons on democratic processes, human rights,

COVID-19 lockdown.

economics, Te Ao Māori, economics and more.

Victoria University of Wellington delivered a

Feedback on the programme was

three-month English language course that

overwhelmingly positive and all 12 young

resulted in all the young leaders improving their

leaders displayed increased knowledge, skills,

English proficiency.

and confidence.

The young leaders then completed a course

Each was approved funding to deliver their

on sustainable development and democracy in

Action Project upon return to Myanmar.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE FOR THE YEAR
ENDED 31 MARCH 2021
2021

2020

Donations, fundraising and other similar revenue

170,940

171,505

Revenue from providing goods or services

368,248

343,102

2,349

4,229

Grant revenue

427,985

1,343,960

Total Revenue

969,522

1,862,796

175,187

150,502

Expenses related to public fundraising

5,376

18,985

Volunteer and employee related costs

311,697

303,429

30,493

36,544

Grant Expenditure

427,985

1,343,960

Total Expenses

950,738

1,853,420

18,785

9,377

Revenue

Interest, dividends and other investment revenue

Expenses
Project Expenditure

Other Expenses

Surplus/(Deficit) for the Year

Despite the pandemic and a number of cancelled events UnionAID’s income from donations and fundraising
remained steady compared to the year prior. Grant revenue from MFAT for the Young Leader Programmes
dropped by nearly half in the 2020-21 financial year. This was a due to the postponement of the Indonesia and
Mindanao programme intakes.
Funding to union partners in Asia and the Pacific increased to $175,1872 in 2021, reflecting new project
partnerships in Solomon Islands and Sri Lanka and additional support to some existing partners to respond to the
Covid-19 crisis. Grant expenditure on the Young Leader Programmes dropped as only the Myanmar programme
was run in 2020, the Indonesia and Mindanao programmes only had small costs associated with some online
learning.
Overall UnionAID ran a small surplus in 2021 and as a result accumulated funds stand at $261,904. UnionAID’s full
audited financial statements can be found at charities.govt.nz or provided on request.
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STATEMENT OF SERVICE
PERFORMANCE FOR YEAR
ENDED 31 MARCH 2021
2021

2020

Total participants graduating from young leader programmes

12

30

Total number of fieldwork projects undertaken by young leaders as part of programme

4

29

Number of young leader alumni attending annual programme conferences

89

54

Number of projects funded with overseas union or NGO partners

8

7

New unions or co-operatives established with funding support from UnionAID

2

4

Number of people receiving education or training on labour rights and unions

525

1,378

Number of people receiving vocational skills training

31

651

Advocacy campaigns undertaken by partners in Asia-Pacific about labour rights issues

5

1

Newsletters published and public speaking events in New Zealand

4

4

Young leaders have increased capacity to contribute to development, democracy,
peace and justice in Asia-Pacific

Working people in developing Asia-Pacific countries have decent work and
improved livelihoods

People in New Zealand and Asia-Pacific are educated about labour rights and
issues facing working people
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CODE OF CONDUCT
UnionAID is a member of the Council for International Development (CID) and in 2016 was approved as a signatory
to the CID Code of Conduct. The Code requires members to meet high standards of corporate governance,
public accountability and financial management. We are proud to be a signatory to the Code of Conduct and will
continually strive to better serve the communities involved in our projects, and our donors in New Zealand
If you wish to make a complaint to UnionAID please send an email to admin@unionaid.org.nz addressed to either
the Executive Officer or the Chair of Trustees. Information on UnionAID’s complaint policy can be found on our
website.
Complaints relating to alleged breaches of the CID Code of Conduct by UnionAID can be made to the CID Code of
Conduct Committee. More information about the CID Code of Conduct can be obtained from www.cid.org.nz

LIVING WAGE
UnionAID believes all working people, in Aotearoa and around the world, should be paid a living wage that allows
them and their families to live in dignity. We are proud to be an accredited Living Wage employer in Aotearoa and
through our employment and contracts contribute to fairer communities in Aotearoa.
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CONTACT INFO
PO Box 6689, Marion Square,
Wellington 6141
Phone: +64 4 382 2747
Email: admin@unionaid.org.nz

unionaid.org.nz

